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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Well this week we have some sign changes that affect humanity. We have Mars entering
Leo on 8-8 which is, 2015 adds up to an 8, so that’s 8-8-8 quite a powerful day. I think that
actually this is going to improve a lot of things for many maybe even making communication very,
very clear. They will be most likely be extremely direct but also very clear.

And then we have most notably Jupiter entering Virgo on 8-11 in the early hours of the morning.
That does create an expansion but also a sense of organization and reorganization. So that can be
used positively as well either on small projects or even very large projects.
I think that all in all we have an upcoming wonderful New Moon on August 14 and the energies for
that should be favorable as well for really kind of leaping into something new.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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